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ABSTRACT

Due to the increasing occurrence of unexpected events and the need for pre-crisis planning to reduce risks and losses, modeling emergency response environments (ERE) is needed more than ever. Modeling may lead to more careful planning for crisis-response operations, such as team formation, task assignment, and doing the task by teams. ERE-ML is a model-driven framework which allows a crisis manager to model an ERE, and to automatically generate the executable code of a multi-agent system (MAS) for that environment. However, the application generated by ERE-ML lacks the capability of supporting interactions among the agents and the organizations involved in the crisis management. In this paper, we propose ERE-ML 2.0 as an upgrade of the previous framework. The ERE-ML 2.0 framework supports the interactions by adding new features to the ERE-ML language, modifying the transformation code, and extending the platform. To evaluate the upgraded framework, the Plasco Tower Collapse incident is modeled, and then the model is transformed into the executable code of a MAS to visualize the run-time scenarios.

© 2018 JComSec. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, disasters cause many human and financial losses. In managing the disasters, several agents should cooperate to cope with the crisis. Due to the critical situations and the need for a quick and timely response in facing disasters, using several tools or methods has been suggested.

For example, using emergency response systems (ERS) for supporting communications, data gathering and analysis, and decision-making will be helpful. In other words, these systems assist organizations for responding to an emergency situation by guiding responders to perform the best response actions. Also, some of the systems facilitate communications between the various responding groups and managers.

Another way for improving the planning and responding in emergency situations is using modeling and simulation methods. This method can be implemented in a real-world situation or can be implemented as a software application (Emergency Response Application). For example, in a study, a series of workshops in increasingly realistic settings have been organized where different state-of-the-art systems and devices were demonstrated and tried out to get a better understanding of the technological possibilities in an emergency response. These workshops were beginning with a stretcher in a lab and one of the researchers acting as car accident victim and ending with a two-day workshop at an emergency response...
training ground, with three teenagers acting like victims and eight incident situations being enacted by ten professionals using the mock-ups and prototypes. Through these workshops, seven challenges in designing interactive systems for emergency response were identified that describe the major issues to be addressed in designing support for emergency response. Then the design visions and principles addressing these challenges were developed to move towards new ICT support for emergency response. Finally, the ‘families’ of mock-ups and prototypes were developed, where each family explored one of the visions.

Another research [3] that has focused on simulating an emergency response environment (ERE) in a real-world situation aimed to find the patterns of group decision making in simulated emergency response-related cases (11 groups for each case).

Each group had five participants: one group coordinator, who served as a facilitator, and four who represented the emergency services of the Police Department, Fire Department, Medical Officer, and Chemical Advisor. The group’s task was to make decisions about how to allocate available resources in order to meet the goals of the response [3].

The goal of the research was investigating three hypotheses that were drawn from a series of studies on group decision making in simulated emergency response scenarios. These are as follows [3]:

H1: Groups with decision support engage in more information-seeking activities than do groups without decision support.
H2: Novice groups engage in more information-seeking activities than do expert groups.
H3: The increasing of information-seeking activities with the availability of decision support is higher in novices groups than that in expert groups.

Another research [4] states that “the personnel and artifacts involved in a response operation forms an emergency response system” and has been modeled the system as a social network to analyze the interactions between the personnel engaged in the response operations. The nodes of the model are the personnel who were involved in the emergency response, and the edges represent the interactions between them. For building the model, documentation from an accident scenario was used to identify the different organizations and personnel participating in the operation, and then a questionnaire was published on the internet in which the agents in question were asked to provide information regarding which other agents they had contact with during the response operation.

In the case of modeling and simulation of EREs, several software applications are also developed to simulate the behavior of the involved agents [5][13]. The simulation results can be used to perform the necessary operations and reactions more effectively during a critical situation. Most of these tools have focused on a specific aspect of an emergency situation and do not provide a picture of the overall emergency incident response to planners, trainers, and responders. These tools need to be integrated together to reduce the time and effort for their use. In this regard, Jain and McLean [15] have proposed a framework to show that modeling and simulation tools can be systematically integrated together to address the overall response, but no implementation of the framework is done in this paper.

Despite these tools, the problem is that EREs are dynamic environments in which several entities with different behaviors exist; the victims, rescuers, organizations, and individuals observing an incident or a natural disaster, to name a few. The dynamic environment including these entities and their interactions forms a complex system [15]. Developing a simulation application to simulate a complex system is both difficult and complicated. In this regard, using new software development approaches such as model-driven engineering (MDE) is helpful. Using MDE, one can model a system at a high level of abstraction and then transform it automatically into the code. The generated code may be the partial code of a system and then is completed as a full system [17].

In our previous work [18], a model-driven framework named ERE-ML has been built which is used to develop a multi-agent system (MAS) in an ERE. This framework includes a domain-specific modeling language (DSML) named ERE-ML, the corresponding tool, the transformation code for automatic code generation from the model, and a platform for executing the code. However, ERE-ML lacks the capability of generating interactive systems to support the interactions between the involved agents and the organizations.

In this paper, we propose ERE-ML 2.0, as an upgrade of the previous framework ERE-ML with the aim of having the executable code of an interactive system. In this research by using MDE and DSML the convenient way of enhancing and extending ERE-ML framework is provided that has benefits such as [19]:

- Increasing level of abstraction for the system developer such that he/she doesn’t need any programming knowledge
- Saving time and decreasing the cost of the development process because of using the DSML for ERE domain
- Increasing productivity in massive software production due to automatic generation of executable code and no need for coding of a MAS.
The contributions of this paper include adding new features to ERE-ML language, extending the transformation code, as well as extending the platform. To validate the ERE-ML2.0 framework, the Plasco tower collapse incident [20] is modeled using ERE-ML 2.0 modeling tool and then the model is transformed into a Java application. Running this application shows that how the user, agents, and organizations can interact with each other to reduce causalities in the incident scene.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work which has addressed the problem of model-driven development (MDD) of MAS and ERE. Section 3 describes the necessary interactions among the agents and organizations in an ERE. Section 4 explains the ERE-ML 2.0 framework and elaborates the extensions on the original framework. For this purpose, we describe how ERE-ML and ERE-MLTool (EMT) are extended and then describe the platform extension and the written transformations, respectively. Section 5 evaluates the proposed framework using the Plasco case study, and finally, Section 6 provides conclusions and suggestions for future work.

2 Related Work

In this section, the related works that lie in the intersection of MDD, MAS, and ERE contexts are explained and compared with the ERE-ML 2.0 framework.

Garcia et al. [21] developed the first software application for simulating EREs using model-driven approaches. This study aimed to create an effective interaction pattern among the affected citizens and rescuers in critical situations [22]. In this way, first, the interaction pattern was modeled using a modeling tool called IDK (INGENIAS Development Kit). In this model, groups of agents (mainly citizens, doctors and firefighters) were taken into account with different capabilities and goals. Then, a module named IAF (embedded in the IDK tool) was used for automatic code generation from the model. Finally, the code was completed and is transformed into an executable environment with disasters, organizations, and agents are shown, and the crisis manager can see the team formation, tasks assignment and performance do not rely on the help request from the agents. Instead, by running the program, the user issues team formation request from the agents. Instead, by running the program, the user issues team formation command in all organizations by choosing the “Organize Team” option.

Mustafa et al. [24] presented an organizational methodological framework for modeling and simulation of natural disasters. In this work, the model-driven architecture (MDA) approach was used for system development. First, a platform-independent model (PIM) based on the Conceptual Role Organizational Model (CROM) was created, and then this model is enhanced to the Conceptual Agent Organizational Model (CAOM). In this regard, the models were transformed into models depending on the platform. However, the framework is a theoretical framework and no implementation of that has been proposed.

To the best of our knowledge, the most recent research on the MDD of MAS in EREs is the ERE-ML framework [18]. ERE-ML is a model-driven framework which includes four main components (1) a domain-specific modeling language named ERE-ML for modeling EREs (2) a modeling tool named EMT (3) transformation code for automatic transformation of the model into the code, and (4) a platform for executing the generated code. The framework is an Eclipse plugin with the following capabilities:

(1) Modeling an ERE including disasters, organizations, tasks, and agents.
(2) Checking the designed model against predefined constraints. These constraints are checked to answer the following questions:

• Are the teams organized properly in the relevant organizations?
• Are the tasks properly assigned to each team?
• Are the required resources provided to the teams to perform tasks?
(3) Automatic code generation from the designed model.
(4) Executing the generated code. By executing the Java project, the geographical map of the environment with disasters, organizations, and agents are shown, and the crisis manager can see the team formation, tasks assignment and perform tasks by choosing Organize Team, Assign Tasks and Perform Tasks options, respectively.

Despite the capabilities that the ERE-ML framework gives to the designer, there are deficiencies in the framework as follows:

(1) Initiating the team formation, task allocation, and task performance do not rely on the help request from the agents. Instead, by running the program, the user issues team formation command in all organizations by choosing the “Organize Team” option.
(2) The framework does not support communication between agents and organizations. Hence, the agents are not able to send any help request to the organizations and received the related responses.
The framework does not support interactions between users and agents, as well as users and organizations.

In this paper, we will eliminate the aforementioned weaknesses in the upgraded model-driven framework by adding some new features to ERE-ML language, modifying the transformation code and updating the platform.

3 Interactions Among the Agents and Organizations in an ERE

This section describes the necessary interactions between the agents and organizations that are needed in an ERE.

- When a disaster occurs, the agents that are injured or near to the disaster situation should be able to send a help request to the related organization.
- Each organization should handle these requests such that for each request the related tasks are performed and an appropriate message is sent to the requester.
- For this purpose, when an organization received a message, checks whether the response teams are available or not and sends an appropriate message to the requester.
- If the teams are available in the organization, a command is issued for creating teams and assigning tasks to them. Else a message with contents of “please wait...” is sent to the requester and the organization wait until the related teams become available.
- By assigning tasks to each team, they get ready to perform them and finally perform these tasks.
- After performing the tasks, an appropriate message is sent to the organization about successfully or failingly performing task.

Figure 1 shows the possible interactions among the agents, organizations, and environment by considering the above activities.

4 The ERE-ML 2.0 Framework

Figure 2 shows different parts of the ERE-ML framework. For supporting interactions in the ERE-ML 2.0 framework, three main components of this framework should be extended. Therefore in this section, First, in Section 4.1 we explain how ERE-ML modeling language and its related tool, EMT, will be extended. Then the proposed platform will be described in Section 4.2 and finally, in Section 4.3 the extensions to the transformation code will be explained.

4.1 Extending the Modeling Language and the Tool

ERE-ML [18] is a modeling language that contains MAS and ERE concepts to support modeling an ERE situation. This language has been extended MAS-ML [26] by adding ERE concepts including Disaster, Task, EmergencyManagementTeam, Capability, and Resource. The main ERE concepts are given from Disaster Management Meta-model (DMM) [27]. MAS-ML is a UML profile for modeling MAS that extends UML concepts [28] using the concepts that are related to MAS including Agent, AgentRole, Organization, and Environment. Therefore ERE-ML 2.0 includes UML, MAS-ML and ERE-ML concepts that are shown in Figure 3.

To eliminate the first deficiency of the ERE-ML which was mentioned in Section 2, the agents who are close to the location of a disaster or accident location should be able to send a help request. In other words, the agents who observe a disaster or are victim agents should be identified. For this purpose, a feature named “sight radius” is added to the Agent concept in ERE-ML. Also, the agents that are affected by a task are considered as victims. Since the victim agents, hereafter, could not be a team member, a new constraint is added to the EMT to check it. This constraint has been written with OCL [29] for EmergencyManagementTeam concept in ERE-ML [18]. The constraint has been defined as follows:

Context EmergencyManagementTeam inv:
self.Members - > excludesAll(Agent.allInstances() | t >
select(a : Agent | a.TaskAffect - > isEmpty() = false))

4.2 Extending the Platform

To enable communications between agents and organizations as well as the interactions between users, agents and organizations in the system, extensions are required for the platform of the ERE-ML framework. Accordingly, for each agent and organization in the system, a user interface (UI) as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 has been developed.

The user interface which is created for each organization includes the organization name, its geographical location and the following options provided to the crisis manager:

- Can Help: for sending a response to an agent
- Organize Teams: for team formation
- Assign Tasks: to assign tasks to teams
- Perform Tasks: to perform tasks

Furthermore, for each agent, the agent’s name, its geographical location, and its status are displayed. During execution, an agent may be in one of the following situations: None, NeedHelp or BeingHelped.
Figure 1. The Possible Interactions Among the Agents, Organizations, and Environment

Figure 2. The Different Parts of the ERE-ML 2.0 Framework (Adapted From [25])
Moreover, on the user interface for each agent, a NeedHelp option is considered. This option is enabled only for victim and observer agents. These agents are identified by transformation codes that will be described in Section 4.3.

By running the application, all agents are initially in None status. Choosing the NeedHelp option, the agent’s status changes from None to NeedHelp and finally changes from NeedHelp to BeingHelped if his requested tasks are successfully performed.

Each team may be in one of the CanHelp and Helping states, initially in CanHelp. As soon as performing a task begins by a team, the team status changes from CanHelp to helping. Finally, after successfully performing the task, the status returns from helping to CanHelp.

Each organization should be able to receive help request message from agents that are close to the incident location and send the appropriate message to them. Also, if the relevant teams were not engaged in performing tasks, issue commands for team formation, tasks assignment and perform tasks, respectively. In this case, if the teams are available (CanHelp state), the CanHelp option is enabled for the organization. By choosing this option, a message is sent to the agent that shows an organization can help the agent. Then the OrganizeTeam option is enabled which by choosing it, how the teams are formed is shown on the map. After the teams were formed, the AssignTask option is enabled and by choosing it, the relevant tasks will
be assigned to the teams. Finally, the PerformTask is enabled which by choosing it, the command relevant to the executing task is sent to the teams. Otherwise, if the teams are engaged in an operation (helping state) a message with the contents of “The team is doing another operation, please wait...” is sent to the requester agent.

4.3 Extending the Transformation Codes

In the ERE-ML framework [18], for each of the main concepts in the modeling language (including Environment, Agent, Organization, Disaster, and Task) a transformation file is written using Acceleo [30] and MTL (Model to Text Language) [31]. By executing these transformations, each of the elements in the model is transformed into a Java class. In the following, we extend the transformation file relevant to agents (Agent.mtl).

Each agent in the model is transformed into a Java class by executing Agent.mtl file. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the NeedHelp option is enabled only for victim and observer agents. The observer agents are identified based on the Euclidean distance between the agent and the disaster location by considering whether the distance is less than the sight radius of the agent or not. Listing 1 shows how the transformation code in the Agent.mtl file performs this task.

Listing 1: The precondition to enable NeedHelp option for an agent (in MTL language)

```plaintext
1. [if(anAgent.TaskAffect->isEmpty()=false or
2. (Class.allInstances()->exists(cl:Class | cl.
3. TaskAffect->isEmpty()=false and
4. ((anAgent.Location_x-cl.Location_x)*(anAgent.
5. Location_x-cl.Location_x)) +
6. ((anAgent.Location_y-cl.Location_y)*(anAgent.
7. Location_y-cl.Location_y)) <=
8. (anAgent.SightRadius*anAgent.SightRadius))]
9. userApp.needHelpB.setEnabled(true);
```

Listing 2: Transformation code for identifying the organization responsible for performing tasks

```plaintext
[for(ta: TaskAffect | anAgent.TaskAffect)]
[if (ta.affectSource.TargetDivision->isEmpty()==true) ]
[let t:Task = ta.affectSource]
if(env.getTask("[t.name/]") == null){
  org = env.getOrganization("[t.ownedAssign.
  AssignTarget.name/]");
  msg1.addReceiver(new AID(org.getLocalName(), AID.
  ISLOCALNAME));
  // Tasks
  Task [t.name/] = new [t.name/]("[t.name/]", env,
  new File("[t.icon/]"),org);
  try {
    env.addTask("[t.name/]", [t.name/], org.Location.x-40,
    org.Location.y+50);
    } catch (IOException e1) {
    e1.printStackTrace();
    }
  CallTasks.put("[t.ownedAssign.AssignTarget.name
  ]/", [t.name/]);
  }
[else]
[let t:Task = ta.affectSource.TargetDivision.
  divisionSource->first()]
if(env.getTask("[t.name/]") == null){
  org = env.getOrganization("[t.ownedAssign.
  AssignTarget.name/]");
  msg1.addReceiver(new AID(org.getLocalName(), AID.
  ISLOCALNAME));
  // Tasks
  Task [t.name/] = new [t.name/]("[t.name/]", env,
  new File("[t.icon/]"),org);
  CallTasks.put("[t.ownedAssign.AssignTarget.name
  ]/", [t.name/]);
  }
[/let]
[/if]
[/for]
```

Furthermore, to prevent sending duplicate messages, before identifying the organization and sending messages to it, it is checked whether the relevant task has already been in the environment. If the task exists in the environment, it means that an agent has already requested to the relevant organization to do the task. Therefore, it prevents sending the message by the same agent or other agents to the organization. As a result, the network traffic, especially in large MAS with a large number of agents is reduced significantly.

After writing the transformation codes, a facility should be provided for the user such that he/she can easily run the codes on a model and get the result as a Java project. Therefore, a plugin is created using Acceleo as a context menu on the ERE-ML diagram files. Using this menu, the user can transform the model into a single executable Java project.
5 Case Study

To evaluate the extended framework, the scenario of Plasco Tower collapse is investigated as a case study. In this section, after a short description of this event, the scenario is modeled and validated using ERE-ML tool. In the next step, the model is automatically transformed into a Java application using predefined transformation codes. Finally, the program execution results are presented.

5.1 Plasco Tower Collapse

On Thursday, 19 January 2017, a huge fire took place in the Plasco tower, in the center of Tehran, the capital of Iran. The incident was very intensive that the tower collapsed completely after about four hours of fire and firefighters’ efforts to extinguish the fire, and caused sixteen firefighters and ten civilians to be killed [20].

The Plasco tower collapse incident (from now on referred to as the “Plasco incident”) is an example of incidents with extreme urgency that many organizations should work together to control it. For example, at the first minutes of the fire, the Red Crescent and fire-fighting stations were ready to take timely and quick response at the incident location, to quench the fire and on-time relief to the casualties. Also, when the tower collapsed, new tasks were required to be performed in the environment including the removal of the debris and the search for the missing victims. To perform these tasks successfully, organizations such as municipality and police, carried out the relevant tasks as quick as possible. Proper team organization and task allocation played an important role in this process.

5.2 Modeling and Validation of the Model

In this section, the Plasco incident is modeled as an example scenario using the ERE-ML 2.0 tool. Due to the space limitations, in this section, we only explain the part of models that are relevant to the new features of the ERE-ML 2.0 and EMT 2.0.

The organizations involved in the Plasco incident are fire organization, Red Crescent organization, municipality organization and police organization. These organizations along with the defined teams are shown in Figure 6. As an example, the contributing factors of Team 1 in the Red Crescent Organization are shown in this figure. In this step, if instead of Rescuer1, victim1 is placed as one of the team members, an error message is displayed for the user, as shown in Figure 7.

1 The complete class diagram of Plasco Tower Collapse disaster is available at http://mdsc.ui.ac.ir/project/ere-ml2-0-framework/
Generate Java Application. That way, a Java project with the same model name is created, and the Java files are created in its src folder.

As shown in Figure 9 for the case study, 24 Java files are generated automatically for the classes designed in the model. For example, Aid1 and Aid2 Java files are related to rescue tasks 1 and 2. The PilotageAgent, RescuerAgent, FirefighterAgent and VictimAgent classes show the pilots, rescue agents, firefighters, and victim agents, respectively. Also as shown in Listing 3, line 1, the NeedHelp option has been activated for victimAgent1 since it is near to the disaster scene. Lines 15-17 show that when victimAgent1 chooses the NeedHelp option, a message will be sent to Red Crescent organization for performing the Aid1 task.

5.4 Running the Generated Code for the Plasco Incident

After creating the Java project, the user should add jade.jar and EREML2.0_Platform.jar (the extended platform) libraries to the Java project and then right click on the default package and select Run as Java application. As a result, the main file of the program (i.e., the Tehran.java class) is executed, and instances of all elements existing in the environment are created.
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```java
userApp.needHelpB.setEnable(true);
userApp.needHelpB.addActionListener(new ActionListener() {
    public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent arg0) {
        userApp.needHelpB.setEnabled(false);
        AgentState oldState = agentState;
        agentState = AgentState.Need_Help;
        AgentState newState = agentState;
        userApp.showLog("Agent state changed from " +
                       oldState + " to " + newState + ".");
        userApp.showState(newState);

        String requesterID = getLocalName();
        ACLMessage msg1 = new ACLMessage(ACLMessage.INFORM);
        msg1.setOntology("NCHelpFF");
        Organization org;
        if(env.getTask("Aid1") == null){
            org = env.getOrganization("RedCrescent");
            msg1.addReceiver(new AID(requesterID, AID.ISLOCALNAME));
            // Tasks
            Task Aid1 = new Aid1("Aid1", env, new File("D:/eclipse/workspace/ERECode/src/icons/tasks/Aid.jpg"),org);
            try {
                env.addTask("Aid1", Aid1, org.Location.x - 40,
                            org.Location.y + 50);
            } catch (IOException e1) {
                e1.printStackTrace();
            }
            CallTasks.put("RedCrescent", Aid1);
        }
    }
}
```

Listing 3: A Partial Code of victimAgent1.java

By executing the program, first, a part of the Tehran geographical map is displayed. Figure 10 shows the icons used to represent the entities in the environment (Icon attribute which was determined during the modeling of each entity). Also, for each agent and organization in the environment, a user interface for user and system interaction is created.

Figure 11 shows a view of the application at the beginning of the execution. As shown in this figure, the NeedHelp option is only activated for agents 1 and 2 because the disaster has occurred in the sight radius of these agents (It was specified during the modeling).

When the user chooses the NeedHelp option, a help request is sent to Red Crescent, municipality, fire station, and police department (Figure 12). Upon receiving the message by the organizations, it is checked whether the relevant teams are available or not. Considering that all teams are available at the beginning of the program, the CanHelp option will be activated for all four organizations (Figure 13).

Firstly, by choosing the CanHelp option by the Red Crescent and fire stations, some messages (as shown in Figure 14) are represented by the relevant organizations, and then the OrganizeTeam option is activated. It also sends a message to the requester agent for possible help from the organization, as shown in Figure 15.

By choosing the OrganizeTeam option, the team formations of respective organizations are shown. In Figure 16 a Fighting team in the fire station and an emergency team in the Red Crescent organization are formed. The Fighting team consists of two members: a firefighter and a pilotage. Also, the emergency team consists of two rescuers: rescuer1 and rescuer2. Each team formation makes the relevant messages to be represented to the organizations (Figure 17). Similarly, teams are formed by the municipality and police organizations for removing debris and searching.

After forming the teams, the AssignTask option is enabled. By choosing it, the tasks are assigned to the relevant teams (based on what has been designed during modeling). Here, two Quench of Fire and Aid tasks are assigned to the firefighting and emergency teams, respectively. The task assignments are shown in Figure 18.

After assigning tasks to each team, the PerformTask option becomes active. By choosing this option, the team’s state changes instantly to Helping, and the CanHelp option becomes inactive. To perform tasks, the teams move toward the target (the entity that the
According to the modeling, Quench of fire task will affect the bushfire and Aid task will affect the victim agent. Therefore the members of each team move toward the target location. By performing these tasks, the agent and disaster will be removed from the environment, and their icons are replaced by the task icons. It means that the firefighter and emergency teams have performed their tasks successfully. Finally, the state of the teams is changed to CanHelp again, and the state of the requester agents is changed to Being Helped. It also presents a message to the relevant organizations about successfully performing the tasks. Figure 19 shows a view of the program after performing Quench of Fire and Aid tasks.

6 Conclusion and Future work

Because of the urgency situations in an ERE and the need for a rapid and timely response, modeling and simulation of the agent’s behavior in these environ-

Figure 11. A View of the Generated Application

Figure 12. Victim Agent Sends Help Request

Figure 13. Organizations Receive Help Requests from Victim Agents

Figure 14. An Organization Forms an Emergency Team, After Receiving Help Request From an Agent

Figure 15. victimAgent1 Receives Help Possibility Messages From Organizations

Figure 16. A View of the Generated Application After Creating Firefighting and Emergency Teams

ments are valuable to the crisis managers. The results of these simulations can be used to effectively carry out operations and responses during an emergency situation. In this regard, crisis managers need a tool to model an emergency response scenario and observe the results of their modeling as an executable program.

In this study, a model-driven framework named ERE-ML 2.0 was proposed to move toward simulating interactive EREs. This framework is an extension of our previously proposed framework named ERE-ML, which did not support interactions between the agents and organizations. To improve ERE-ML framework, the modeling language, the transformation code, and the platform was extended. To evaluate the ERE-ML 2.0 framework, the Plasco tower collapse scenario was modeled and validated as a case study. Afterward, the
designed model was automatically transformed to an executable Java code.

To enhance the ERE-ML 2.0 framework to simulate an interactive ERE, a suggestion is to make facilities for considering different policies and algorithms for team formation and task assignment. Furthermore, some important features, such as time, could be considered to measure the success rate of each algorithm or policy. It can be more helpful for researchers or crisis managers to observe the effectiveness of different algorithms in different scenarios of emergency response and make better decisions. Also, adding capabilities such as learning and adaption to the environment for the agents in the modeling language can be helpful for modeling more realistic situations of EREs.
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